WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS
is happy to announce the forthcoming memoir from

GUY STERN

INVISIBLE INK
Join us for a virtual event to celebrate the book launch!
Wednesday, August 19, 2020 from 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM.
World-renowned Holocaust scholar Dr. Michael Berenbaum
will interview Dr. Guy Stern in an online Zoom webinar.
Sponsored by the Holocaust Memorial Center
and Wayne State University Press.
RSVP HERE: www.holocaustcenter.org/August
Invisible Ink is the story of Guy Stern’s remarkable life. This is not a Holocaust memoir; however,
Stern makes it clear that the horrors of the Holocaust and his remarkable escape from Nazi
Germany created the central driving force for the rest of his life. Stern gives much credit to his
father’s profound cautionary words, "You have to be like invisible ink. You will leave traces of
your existence when, in better times, we can emerge again and show ourselves as the
individuals we are." Stern carried these words and their psychological impact for much of his
life, shaping himself around them, until his emergence as someone who would be visible to
thousands over the years.

"

Moving and unforgettable.

Guy Stern’s telling of his epic journey through a well-lived life

serves as a monument to the triumph of the human spirit."
– Bruce Henderson, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Sons and Soldiers

"Interspersing intellectual brilliance with deep emotional intelligence, Invisible

steeped in historical
significance and emphasizes getting the most out of every moment." – Jessie Horness,
Ink is a smart and compassionate memoir about a life well lived. It is

Foreword Reviews

GUY STERN is Distinguished Professor Emeritus in the Department of Classical and Modern
Languages, Literatures, and Cultures at Wayne State University. He is currently director of the
Harry and Wanda Zekelman International Institute of the Righteous at the Holocaust Memorial
Center Zekelman Family Campus. He is the author of War, Weimar, and Literature: The Story of
the Neue Merkur, Literature and Culture in Exile, and numerous scholarly papers.

Available in August 2020
ISBN: 978-0-8143-4759-1 | $27.99 | jacketed cloth, eBook also available
272 pages | 6x9 | 40 black-and-white images

Place your order for a first-edition copy including a custom book plate with
Guy Stern's signature today for 30% off (use coupon code INK3 at
checkout) and download a free chapter at

www.wsupress.wayne.edu/books/detail/invisible-ink.

